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Figure 1. Mott momenta for triton and
deuteron.
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T = 10 MeV    Pc.m.= 0 MeV
Figure 2. Nd ! NNN break-up cross
section for dierent densities.
For a typical temperature of the heavy ion collision (in the nal stage) we have cal-
culated the in-medium cross section. The result is shown in Fig. 2. The threshold shift
is because of the change of the deuteron's binding energy. A strong enhancement of the
maximum of the cross section appears, however less change at higher energies.
As a consequence the reaction time scales become much faster, when in-medium rates





) evaluated in linear response, where the life time of deuteron uctuations
Æf
d
(P; t) depends on the deuteron momentum P and the nuclear density [4]. Similar, a




) can be dened, which results from a linearization of the
respective rate equations [7]. The relaxation times are shown in Fig. 4.
Finally considering a specic heavy ion collision it is possible to calculate the total




Sn at 50 MeV/A [12].













T = 10 MeV      n=n0/25
Figure 3. Deuteron break-up time as a
function of the deuteron momentum.












T = 10 MeV
Figure 4. Chemical relaxation time as
a function of nuclear density.















Figure 5. Total integrated number of
deuterons as a function elapsed time.
















Figure 6. Ratio of proton to deuteron
numbers as a function of c.m. energy.
Fig. 5 shows the integrated number of deuterons taking into account gain and loss terms
induced by the reactions in the medium. The net eect is a signicant enhancement of
the number of deuterons. Fig. 6 shows the inuence of using in-medium rates on the
spectrum of the proton to deuteron ratio along wuth experimental data.
From the analysis is becomes clear that the medium modied elementary cross section
and the proper self energy correction (binding energy shift, Mott eect) of the clusters
should be included in the simulation of heavy ion collisions at that energies.
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